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As we head into the new decade and, beyond it, the twenty-first century, the pace
of scientific discovery will only continue to
increase. Already most of us fmdit difficult
to keep up with research developments in
our own field and virtually impossible to
keep abreast of what’s new in vast and varied areas such as chemistry or medicine.
Gone are the days of the generalist; today,
most scientists are specialists, and there’s
probably no changing that.
But those who manage scientific research
or who allocate scientific resources camot
afford to be too narrow. I predict that the
successful science administrators and scienee policymakers of the future will be those
who can maintain a broad perspective on the
science scene. That broad vision will foster
foresight of a special and valuable type–
one that enables them to allocate funds more
effectively now and to plan more wisely for
the future.
To provide that broad perspective of the
scientific landscape, ISI” has created Science Watchm, a new monthly newsletter of
science indicators.
Science Watch gives its readers a ‘‘bird’seye view” of current trends across the whole
range of scientific inquiry. What’s more, using productivity and impact indicators, Science Watch reports on the research performance of nations, states, universities, private and government labs, and industrial
firms.
The approach of Science Watch is essentially quantitative. By tapping into 1S1’sScience Citation Indexa database and a variety of specially built files derived from it,

Science Watch can systematically analyze
the journal literature to tell readers what the
scientific community itself is signaling as important, as revealed by the patterns of citations that scientists record in their articles.
Thus, Science Watch is an objective, analytical condensation of the scientific community’s collective judgment on what are today’s “hot” and emerging areas, as well as
on which institutions and which researchers
are leading the way in those areas.
“ To some degree, this type of analysis has
been available to readers of Current Conlents@ (CCY ) for a number of years. The
citation analyses that have appeared in these
pages have utilized 1S1’sdatabase extensively and often in great depth. More recently,
the “Research” section of the biweekly
newspaper THE SCIENTLYP has offered
selected quantitative analyses of trends.
These brief, journalistic reports have proven
extremely popular.
Science Watch is the systematic extension
of these editorial activities, tailored for an
audience that includes R&D managers in the
public and private sectors; university presidents, provosts, and deans; science policymakers, in federal and state govesmnent
agencies; science attach.%;financial analysts
and venture capitalists; planners and strategists of science-based industrial firms, both
large and small; market-research analysts;
science and business journalists; scienw-policy analysts; and many others including
some bench scientists. In other words Science Ward is for all who need to keep
abreast of significant trends across the entire spectrum of science. Of course, many
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research libraries will want to subscribe to
Science Watch for their users.
As you will see, Science Watch publishes
crisp analyses with clear graphical display
ofquantitative information (see Figure 1).
Itprovides trend analyses, rankings ofresearch perfmmance, and, last but not least,
lists of hot papers, In one month Science
Watch will identify and rank the papers that
have been the most cited in biology and
physics during a recent two-month period.
The next month Science Watch will do the
same for clinical medicine and chemistry.
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Science Warchdoesno( merely identify
“hot” fields, key papers, and leaders and
laggards in performance. It also supplements
these data with the insight of experts in the
area under review. Thepublication andcitationdata arethebasis of the analyses, but
they do not themselves tell the whole story.
As I’ve said so often, these data require
interpretation,
To give you a taste of what you will find
in Science Watch, we are reprinting here a
brief article from the sample issue, published
last October. It is an analysis of the citation

impact of physics papers from five top-rated
US universities.
The sample issue also surveys the 20 hottest specialty areas in science. In another feature, the field of organic (not ceramic) superconductors is highlighted; our data show
that this emerging area is dominated by Japan. Also in the sample issue, Hans Peter
Hertig, science and technology counselor of
the Swiss Embassies in Washington, DC,
and Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, comments on
the spectacular past performance of Swiss
science and the challenges facing policymakers in light of the changes that are coming
in 1992.
In the January issue, the lead story looks
at the research performance of individual
National Institutes of Health institutes from
1973 to 1988. There’s also a report about
a material, until now a laboratory oddity,

that is now on the verge of commercialization. In addition, a Nobel laureate describes
his newest discovery, one that holds the
promise of applications in medicine and
communication. The January issue also
features the hottest papers in biology and
physics.
Science Watch is published monthly, except in August. The December issue will review the year’s most significant research
happenings and look ahead to where tomorrow’s discoveries are anticipated. The regular subscription price is $295.00, but CC
readers may subscribe for $245.00.
If you have not received a sample of Science Watch, please write to the editor, David
A. Pendlebury, Research Department, 1S1,
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104, or call him at 1-800-523-1850,
e!,%01s[
ext. 1411,
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A survey of the citation impact of
physics papers, published between 1973
and 1988, from five top-rated U.S. universities has revealed a dramatic im-
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remained relatively unchanged.
In this analysis, ISI’s Research Department tracked citations to all papers
published in a select set of 142 high-impact physics journals (representing the
entire range of physics specialties) from
Caltech

provement since the early 1980s at
Princeton. During this period, the citation impact of Ha-~ard”and Cornell declined, while that of MIT and that of

each of th; tive-m-iversities.
For a series
of overlapping five-year periods, total ci-
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tations to a university’s physics papers
were divided by total number of physics
papers from that institution. For example, during 1973-1977 Caltech scientists
published 1,362 papers in this set of 142
journals, and these papers were cited a
total of 13,962 times during this same
five-year period, giving physics papers
from Caltech an average citation impact
of 10.25. By comparing that figure to
6.43, which is the average citation impact for all physics papers over this period, a relative citation rate of 1.59 was
obtained for physics at Caltech (see
chart). This procedure was repeated for
each university for each five-year period.
As noted, Princetm has shown the
most improved performance in terms of
citation impact among these five institutions. Its physics articles were cited
some 84$Z more frequently than the average physics paper in 1973-1977; in 19841988, they were cited 131 % more than
the average. Most of the credit for this
increase goes to Edward Witten and the
group known as the “Princeton String
Quartet” (J.A. Harvey, D.J. Gross, E,
Martinet, and R, Rohm). By substituting
one-dimensional
strings for elementary
“point” particles, they are aiming to
achieve a unified field theory. These
mathematically
inclined physicists have
been at the forefront of the “Superstring
Revolution,” which began in earnest in
1984 (see also page 3).
This upturn at Princeton coincides
with the arrival in 1981 of Edward
Witten, who before that was at Harvard
(in 1987 he joined the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J. ). Of the
100 most-cited physics papers from
Princeton during 1973-1988, W]tten’s
name appears on 19--ail published in
the 1980s. Gross is listed on 11, 5 of
which are the joint work of the String
Quartet. Overall, papers on string theory and the mathematics
that support it
account for 25 of Princeton’s Top 100.
Harvard’s story is not so happy. In
the period 1973-1977, Harvard’s physics
was way ahead in citation impact among
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this group. Its papers were cited 1367,
more than the average during this period. Since then, there has been a fairly
steady decline in citation impact, although it still ranks second in the group
of five.
As with Princeton, people seem to
have made a difl’erence at Harvard. The
loss of Steven Weinberg to the University of Texas at Austin in 1982 undoubtedly eroded Harvards citation pull in
the mid h late 1980s, since particle physics represents such a large part of
Harvards physics program: 51 of its 100
most-cited physics papers, 1973-1988,
dealt with classical particle physics.
While he was still in Cambridge, Mass,,
Weinberg produced 12 of those papers.
He surely helped Harvard’s citation impact in the 1970s. So did Witten, who
wrote four papers in Harvard’s top 100
before he went to Princeton in 1981. On
the other hand, Harvard still has particle physicists Howard Georgi and
Sheldon Glashow, who together and
separately are listed on about a half
dozen papers among Harvards 100
most cited,
Cornell, too, has slipped in citation
impact since 1973. Papers in condensed
matter physics and material sciences account for 44 of its 100 most-cited physics
papers for 1973-1988, while particle
physics papers number 25. Cornell physicists seem, from 1S1’s data, to have been
more active in particle physics in the
1970s than in the 1980s. Owing to a
slightly higher average rate of citation in
particle physics than in, say, condensed
matter physics, the dip may represent
an institutional shift to another area,
MIT and Caltech both remained, over
this period, relatively steady in citation
impact. Both conduct diversified research in physics. Caltech has a particular emphasis on astrophysics and
geophysics among its 100 most-cited papers, while MIT’s Top 100 covers a wide
range of subjects from particle, to con■
densed matter, to chemical physics.

